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ABSTRA T 

EFFECTIvENESS OrA DEEP N rURAL SAND FILTER FOR 
FINISHING OF A SECONDARY T ATMENT PLANT EFFLUENT 

By 

Donald B; Aule 
.Thomas P • 

. J airoA. Rom 

When the Lake George Sewage reatment Plant was constructed 

in 1939 it was described as a com lete treatment plant. This 

was because the treated effluent as discharged onto natural 

sand seepage beds which were "at east 25 feet deep". In recent 

years, an increase in nutrient co centration has been noted at 

the south end of Lake George near Lake George Village. The 

object of this study was to deter ine if the treatment plant 

effluent had any effect on this i creased nutrient concentration. 

The original plan was to loc te the ground-water table nea~ 

the treatment plant and by use of a dye. trace the flo~ through 

the ground. It was found that th ground~water table was deeper 

than 56 feet and the natural sand beds were also greater than 

56 feet in depth. ·Due to limited funds for well drilling ex-

ploration,the project scope was evised. 

The new objective was to det rmine the removal efficiency 

of the sand beds with respect to oliforms, BOD, chlorides, and 

the nitrogen and phosphorus compo j,ds. 

It was found that when beds ere dosed, they were no longer 

saturated at 15 feet. Ten feet 0 sand was found to remove 

coli forms by 99% and BOD by 96%. However, nitrates, phosphates, 

and chlorides remained in signifi ant concentrations after filtration 

through 10 feet of sanQ. 



EFFECTIVENESS OF A'DEEP NATU 
FINISHING OF A SECONDARY TREAT 

INTRODUCTION 

L SAND FILTER FOR 
NT,PLANTEFFLUENT 

When the Lake George S~wage Treatment plant'was constructed in 1939, it 

was described as a "complete treatme~t", pl nt (1). This is because the 

effluent after secondary treatment by tric ling filtration followed by second

ary sedimentation is discharged onto natur 1 sand seepage beds which are "at 

least 25 feet" deep. (In this study one w 11 was drilled to 56 feet where 

the same sand was still encountered). 

Considerable efforts have been taken 0 preserve the natural purity of 

the waters within Lake Geo~ge. It was for this reason that the extra effort 

was taken to provide this finishing'treatm nt for the secondary treatment 

effluent from the Lake George Sewage Treat ent Plant. The objective of this 

study was to determine the removal efficie cy of the sand beds with respect 

to coliforms, BOD,chlorides,and gen and phosphorus compounds in 

~der to try to determine whether or not Y of these constituents could 

reach Lake George which is downstream 'surf ce-wise from the treatment plant. 

GENERAL FIELD INFORMATION 

Figure 1 shows the general layout of t e treatment plant and the Itl

cation of the sand beds and.sampling wells. The plant consists of two 

primary settling and digestion tanks of the Imhoff type, three dosing tanks, 

three trickling filter beds, one rectangula with fixed nozzles which is 

oovered in winter, and two circular ,with ro ating arms, two circular and 

one rectangular secondary settling tanks, 2 natural sand seepage beds, a 

Sludge pump house and three sludge drying b ds. The effluent from the 

, secondary settling tanks is not chlorinated before, discharge' onto the sand 

beds. 

The services of a well driller were en aged to install the sampling 
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wells in bed #11. Using a 6" auger, five ho es were augered to depths of 

5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 feet. (Fig. 1) •. A 1 1/ " galvanized steel well point 

(36" long, mesh #60, mesh length 30") Ioras pl ced in each hole and the hole 

packed with sand. 
" " 

Well points were driven manually to dep 'hs of 5 and 10 feet in beds #7 

and #13 to compare their filtering efficienc'es' with bed #11. According to 

the plant operator who had beeIl: at the plant since its construction, bed #11 

was a "fast bed" in that the wateI> percolate away in. a day or two. B~d #7 

was extremely slow and once loade.d would tak more than a week to dry. Bed #13 

was chosen because it had had only limited u e siI\Ce the.plant was built. 
" 

This was because the control valve to is bed is accessible only through 

a manhole. Valves for the other beds rated from above ground. 

The plan was to saturate the bed wage effluent and then pump the 

wells and determine the filtering' efficiency of the sand with depth; Bed #11 

was used COntinuously for over two weeks. it is loaded weekly from 

Friday through Sunday. It was possible to 0 tain samples from only ,the 5' 

and 10 feet wells, which indicates that theed is no longer saturated at 

15 feet. 

METHODS AND PROCEDURES 

A. Sample Collection 

"After well points had been installed a d a filter bed flooded, the wells 
, . 

were developed to remove the fi'tie sand from the area around the point. This 

was accomplished by pumping the wells at th maximum rate for about 60 

minutes. 

Samples were collected by pumping a we 1 at its maximum rate (approxi-

mately 4.5 gpm for a 5 foot well and 1.3 gp for a 10 foot well) for about 
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10 minutes·and then collecting the sample in a clean polyethylene gallon 

bottle. The bottles were rinsed several tim s with the well water before 

taking the sample. The bottles were then ta en to the laboratory where they 

were refrigerated until analyzed. Normally be analysis was completed within 

two days. 

The collection of samples had to rporated with the daily operation 

of the treatment plant. Normally the beds w re used only once a week and 

sometimes only once every two weeks. tion of the treatment plant 

personnel was obtained so that bed #11 was f ooded from June 14 through July 1, 

and beds #11 and #13 from July 18 through Ju y 25. 

B. Laboratory Analyses 

The analyses for coli forms , BOD, chlori e, o.rganic nitrogen, ammonia 

nitrogen, nitrite nitrogen, nitrate nitrogen, and orthophosphate were per

formed in accordance with Standard Methods ( ). The method used in the de

termination of total phosphate and polyphosp ate is described on page 719 of . 

International Journal of Air & Water Pollut! n (3). 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

No water samples were ever obtained bed #7. It was covered with 

effluent for over two weeks, yet the bed saturated to a depth 

of 5 feet and thus no samples could be obtai ed. This bed is reported by 

the plant personnel to contain considerable mounts of clay. This could ex

plain the slow percolation rate of the bed a d the subsequent inability to 

obtain water samples. 

No attempt was made to determine the volume of effluent placed on the 

beds. The plant had a master meter which i dicated a flow of 250,000 to 

750,000 gpd during the period of this study. 



No samples were able to be secured fro the 15, 20 and 25 feet depths 

in bed #11. This is because. the sand was n longer saturated beyond this 

depth. Therefore, even though the bed was aaded.for over two weeks with 

water standing on the· surface, the water b ke up into droplets between the 

10 and 15 feet depth, and the bed was aerob c below that dep1h. 

The number of samples analyzed did not allow for a comprehensive statisti

cal analysis. Some sample analyses showed wide range of variation and the 

mean value would not give a true representa ion of the data. It was felt 

that the median value (the magnitude of the middle observation of an array) 

would be the most representative value in m king comparisons and drawing 

conclusions. 
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A. Coliform Removal 

The results of the -coliform .malyses. e tabull!,1:ed'in Table 1. Figure 2 

indicates that the median coliform concent at ion drops off rapidly in the 

first 5 feet of sand. In bed #11 the coli no reduction is fromi:l70 to 

~6/l00ml, while in bed #13fne reduction' from 1260 to 20/100 ml. 

A good comparison between beds #11 an can be seen in Figure 3, 

where the median percent removal is plotte depth of the filter beds. 

Bed #11 which is used routinely, removed 95.3% 'of the coliforms in 5 feet. 

Bed #13 which is used rather sparingly, rem ved 98.~90 of the coliforms in 

first 5 feet. The total percent removal fo the'two beds in 10 feet is 99.3% 

(bed #11) and 99.9% (bed #i3). Al though be #11 has slightly less capacity 

for coliform removal in the first 5 feet, i s overall removal in 10 feet 

approaches that of bed #13, with both beds aviRg greater than,99% removal. 

The results here agree with by Calaway, et al. (4), 

who state that the gt'eatest .number of colif rms occur in the surface level 

of the sand, with this being' best explained by the character of the sand 

at this level. The surface sand screens ou the larger organic particles 

during filtration and this organic 

a·highly retentive filter and aids 

layer which acts as 

However, in addition 

to this mat that forms, the sand filtering apacity itself has an appreciable 

effect on coliform removal. 

There appears to be no appreciable eff ct on the overall coliform 
" . ~ ~ '. 

removal efficiency when abed is used for e tended period's' of tim,e; Bed #11 

was in continued use from June 14 through J ly 1 with the efficiency being 

98% for the July 1 sample. Bed #13 was use continually from July 18 through 

July 25 and the removal efficiency remained greater than 99%. 
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TABLE I 

Coliform Concentration (#/100 ml) 
and Percent Rem val 

$ample Bed 5 ft. PeI'cent 10 ft. Total % 
Date No •. Influent Depth Removal Depth Removal 

6/17 11 86 19 78.0 <1 >99.0 

6/20 II 900 240 73.3 4 99.6 

6/26 II 50 46 8.0 8 84.9 

7/1 11 1040 33 96.8 . 20 98.0 

·7/8 11 1320 160 88.0 9 99.3 

7/23 II * 160 * 
. 

7/25 II 1200 20 98.3 10 99.2 

(Median) 970 46 95.3 8 99.3 

7/8 13 1320 2 99.8 <.1 >99.9 

7/15 13 2400 24 99.0 <1 :>99.9 

7/19 13 600 6 99.0 <1 ;>99.8 

7/23 13 * 240 -- * --
~ 

7/25 13 1200 20 98.3 6 99.5 

(Median) 1260 20 98.4· <:1 >99.9 

*Count was outside the recommended range. 
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FIGURE 2 
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Almost all coliform organisms were remo ed from the percola~e in the 

vertical travel through 10 feet of sand. Th applied effluent was not 

chlorinated which demonstrates that a sand b p removes coliforms very well 

and assumedly other bacteria of fecal origin In all probability, coliforms 

would be further removed by deeper percolati n, therefore, the. sand bed proves 

to be an effective method for removing colif rID organisms. , 
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B. BOD Removal 

The results of the BOD analyses appea in Table II • Figure 4 shows, 

that the median BOD concentration drops sh p'ly in the first 5 feet and 
'" 

cont inues to drop. at a. >slower rate. in next 5 feet. The decrease is 

38. S' to 7.5 to 1. 45 mg/l BOD in bed #11 an 46.0 to 6.8 to 1. 2 in bed /113. 

Figure 5 indicates the median percent remo 1 for the two beds. Overall 

removal in 10 feet is just about the same r both beds, namely 96.2% for 

bed /Ill and 97.4% for bed /113. As in the c se of coliform removal, there 

is no noticeable effect upon BOD removal du to continuous loading of the 

beds. Furman, et al. (7) reported similar esults. In their study they 

found that even though the o,rganic loading ate was sufficient to clog the 

interstices of the surface sand, they were ble to obtain 80 to 95% removal. 

Since there is no difference in degree of r moval between the two beds studied, 

the bed efficiency is apparently not a func ion of their use over the past 

years. 

Sawyer (6) defines BOD, biochemical ox gen demand, as the amount of 

oxygen required by bacteria while stabilizi g decomposable organic matter 

under aerobic conditions. It is anticipate that the BOD removal will 

primarily be a function of biological activ ty,-which is mainly dependent 

on nutrient concentration, number of organi ms present, and temperature. 

Of secondary importance will be the physica characteristics of the bed. 

If physical removal were a primary factor, logging of the filters would 

occur. However, no clogging problems have ver been encountered with these 

two beds. Biological metabolism by the mic oorganisms keeps clogging material 

to a minimum. Further, if the removal were more a filtering process, nearly 

all the reduction would occur on the surfac of the filter. The physical 
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TABLE II 

BOD Concentration ( 1 BOD) 
and Percent Rem al 

Sample Bed 5 ft. Percent 10 ft. To"tal % 
Date ~ Influent DeEth Removal De;eth Removal 

6/17 11 38.5 11.0. 71.5 0 100.0 

6/20 11 36.8 10.7 71.3 1.95 94.7 
6/26 11 34.2 4.8 86.0 1.0 97.0 

7/1 11 44.9 . 7.5 83.2· 2.35 94.7 

7/8 11 97.8 8.43 92.4 2.37 97.6· 

7/23 11 37.9 2;41 , 93.6 0.8 98.0 
, 

7/25 11 46.0 3.1 93.2 1.45 97.0 

(Median) 3eS ." 7.5 80.5 1.45 96.2 

7/8 13 97.8 2.10 98.0 1.21 99.0 

7/15 13 46.1 10.5 77..1 0.60 98.5 

7/19 13 30.1 12.1 59.7 0.25 99.2 

7/23 13 37.9 6.81 82.0 3.13 92.0 

7/25 13 46.0 . 4.34 90.7 . 1.83 96.0 

(Median) 46.0 6.81 85.2 1.21 97.4 
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,characteristics of the sand are important' that the sand adsorps or traps 

the organic matter and provides the habita on which organisms can live while 

they decompose the o,rganic matter. 

Since BOD removal is primarily an aer bic process and the majority of 

BOD removal was in the upper layers of the filter bed, there must be a source 

of oxygen available. D.O. studies at dep hs of 2, 4, 6 and 8 feet at the 

Rio Hondo test basin (6) on similar sand s owed that oxygen was available in 

the percolate throughout the sa;mpling dept Although dissolved oxygen tests 

were not performed in this study, there ar two possible sources of oxygen. 

One would be the initial D.O. of the efflu nt; t.he. other would be the air 

in the bed before loacling. Upon loading, 'he 'air is dissolved by the water 

and becomes available for the' o,rganisms to use in their metabilism. Since 

the beds were not saturated with water at 5 feet and below, there is some 

supply of air available to move upward int the upper water saturated area. 

This air may possibiy come underground adjacent beds which are not being 

loaded. It would also enter the beds when they are not being dosed, there

by indicating the desirability of alternat dosing and resting of the beds. 

Thus the void spaces between sand grains a e essential to air movement. To 

prove the above hypothesis, D.O. determina ions, should be made at various 

depths to determine the D.O. levels. 
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C. Chloride Concentrations 

The results of the chloride analysis re shown in Table III. Figure 6 

shows that the median chloride concentrati n.varied only slightly as the 

percolate moved through the filter beds. ere was no distinguishable differ-

ence between beds #11 and #13 with respect to chloride concentration at the 

5 and 10 feet depths. 

These results confirm those of· others (8,9), namely that chlorides are 

not removed from water that percolates thr .ugh soil or sand. Where v.egetation 

is present, once can expect some chloride emoval by absorption through the 

roots of vegetation.(S) However, there is no v,egetation present in these 

sand beds. 
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TABLE III 

Chloride Concentration (mg/J. Cl) 
and Percent Rem val 

Sample Bed 5 ft. Percent 10 ft. . Total % 
Date No. Influent DeEth Removal De;eth . Removal 

6/17. 11 38.0 36.5 4.0 35.5 6.6, 

6/20 11 37.5 37.5 0 30.0 20.0 

6/17 11 35.5 36.5 - 2.8 38.0 - 7.0 
6/20 11 30.0 37.5 -25.0 37.5 -25.0 
6/26 . 11 56.0 32.5 42.0 35.5 36.6 

7/1 11 32.5 58.0 ;'78.5 34.0 - 4.6 

7/8 11 39.0 35.5 9.0 34.0 12.8 

7/23 11 39.0 38.0 2.6 37.0 5.1 
, 7/25 11 32.5 35.0 - 7.8 37.5 -15.4 

(Median) 37.5 36.5 2.8 35.5 5.3 

7/8 13 39.0 33.5 14.1 37.0 5.1 

7/15 13 28.~5 35.0 -22.8 32.5 -14.0 

7/19 13 43.0 35.0 18.6 3(;.0 16.3 

1/23 13 39.0 39.0 0 35.0 10.2 

7/25 13 32.5 36.5 -12.3 34.0 - 4.6 

(Median) 39.0 35.0 10.3 35.0 10.3 
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D. Nitrogen Analyses 

The data in Table IV shew the cencent atiens .of .organic nitregen in 

the·applied effluent and in the percelate t 5 and 10 feet. Figures 7 and 8 

shew that .organic nitregen is diminished b mere than 82% in percelatien 

through the upper 5 feet .of sand beds #11 nd #13. Further percelatien te 

10 feet increases the tetal median perceilt remeval te. 100%. 

The data in Table V and rigares 9 and 10 shew that ammenia nitregen is 

diminished in the twe beds by mere than 19.5% in percelatien threugh the 

upper 5 feet .of sand. Further percelation te 100 feet increases the tetal 

median percent remeval te 79%. 

Nitrite nitregen cencentratiens are s .own en Table VI. The values are 

very lew and can be censidered insignifica t threugheut the depth .of sampling. 

The results en the nitrate nitregen a alyses are tabulated in Table VII 

and pletted in Figure 11. The nitrate cen ent varied appreciably frem day 

te day. Altheugh in several .of the sample there was a decrease .of nitrate 

nitrogen threugh the upper 5 feet .of sand, especially in bed #11, nitrificatien 

. was the predeminant effect in percelatien rem the 5 te 10 feet depth. As 

there is ne measurable recenversien back t ammenia nitregen,.it can be 

assumed that nitrificatien is the deminant 

The decrease in cencentratien .of nitr te nitregen threugh the upper 5 

feet .of sand can be due te the absence .of large number .of nitrifying bacteria 

in this zene and alse, te the fact that the BOD seems te be exerted within 

a fe:: honrs in seepage threugh the· upper.5 feet .of sand. Adserptien ceuld 

alse help in the decrease .of nitrate in this zene. The .overall decrease .of 

.organic nitrogen and ammenia nitrogen with increased cencentratiens .of nitrates 

thre¥gh the 5 te 10 feet zene is due te the existence .of aerebic cenditiens 

in this zene .or te the growth .of anaerebic acteria capable .of nitrificatien.(lC 
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TABLE IV 

Organ10 N1trogen Concentrat on (ms/l org. N) 
and Percent Re oval 

Sample Bed 5 ft. Percent 10 ft. Total % 
Date No. Influent Depth Removal Depth Removal -
6/17 11 4.25 0 100.0 0 100.0 
6/20 11 0 0 0 
6/26 11 3.0 0 100.0 0 100.0 

7/1 11 0' 0 0 --
7/8 11 5.6 1.12 80.0 0 100.0 

7/23 11 . 5.5 1.3 76.5 0 100.0 

7/25 11 5.9 0.75 87.0 0.47 92.0 

(Med1an) 4.25 0.75* 82.6 0 100.0 

7/8 13 5.6 0 100.0 . 0 100.0 

7/15 13 5.6 0 100.0 0 100.0 

7/19 13 3.5 0.28 92.0 ' 0 100.0 
7/23 13 5.5 1.5 72.5 0.47 91.5 
7/25 13 5.9 0.75 87.2 0.19 97.0 

(Med;l.an) 5.6 0.28 95.0 0 100.0 
• 

*6/20 and 7/1 not included 1n det .rm1n1ng median. 

\ 
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FIGURE 7 ,< I . 
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FIGURE 8 
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. TABLE V .. ;.' 

Ammonia Nitrogen Conoentr!30t.io (mg/l Ammonia-N)' 
and Peroent Re oval . 

Sample Bed 5 ft. Peroent 10 'ft. Total % Date ~ Influent DeEth Re.moval DeEth Removal 
6/17 II 7.6 0.9 ' 88.0 0.67 91.0 
6/20 II 6.7 2.9 56~'6 0.2 97.0 
6/26 II 9.7 7.3 24.7 2.6 73,2 
7/1 II 13.7 9.0 34.3 4.1 70.0, 
7/8 II 11.4 10.4 .. 8.8 2.4 79.0 
7/23 II 13~2 7.8 41.0 1.7 87.0 
7/25 II 9.2 8.7 5.4 1.8 80.5 

(Median) 9.7 .7.8 19.5 1.8 81.7 

7/8 13 11.4 8.0 29.8 3.8 66.6 
7/15 13 14.2 6.6 53.5 3.3 76.8 
7/19 . 13 13.2 5.7 57.0 2.8 79.0 
7/23 13 13.2 7.5 43.0 1.7 87.0 
7/25 13 9.2 5.7 38.0 1.5 83.6 

(Median) 13.2 6.6 50.0 2.8 78.8 

, . 
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TABLE VI 

Nitrite Nitrogen ·Concentrat 
and Percent Rem 

sample Bed 5 ft, Date !i2.!. Influent Depth 

6/17 11 0.39 0.14 

6/20 11 1.10 0.11 

6/26 11 0,63 0.02 

7/1 11 0.02 0.12 

7/8 11 0.39 0.01 

7/23 11 0,01 0,01 

7/25 11 0.02 0.02 

(Median) 
.' 

0,39 0.02 

7/8 13 0.39 0.03 

7/15 13 0.02 0.03 

7/19 13 0.33 0.12 

7/23 13 0.01 0.39 

7/25 13 0.02 0.05 

(Median) 0,02 0.05 

.. ' ..... 

on (mg/l N02-N) 
al 

ercent 10 ft, 
emova1 Depth 

64.0 0.04 

90.0 0.09 

96.7 0.01 

500.0 0.05 

97.5 0.01 

0 0.04 

0 0.04 

94.9 0.04 

92.3 0.03 

50.0 0.06 

63.7 0.07 

3800.0 0.10 

150.0 0.09 

150.0 0.07· 

i 
" . , 

. Total % 
Removal 

89.7 

92.0 

98.5 

-150,0 

97,5 

-300.0 

-100.0 

89,"5 

92.3 

-200.0 

78.8 

-900.0 

-350.0 

. -2~0.O 
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TABLE VII 

Nitrate Nitrogen Concentration (mg/l N03-N) 
and Percent Re oval . 

. sample Bed 5 ft. Pel'oent 10 f't •. Total % 
Date' ~ Influent DeEth Removal DeEth Removal 

6/17 11 0.14 0.04 71.5 0.11 21.4 

" 6/20 11 54.0 52.0 3.7 58.0 - 7.4 

6/26 11 14.4 3.9 73.0 4.5 68'.7 

7/1 11 1,.2 2.4 -100.0 1.2 0 

7/8 11 24.0 6.0 75.0 8.7 63.7 

7/23 11 1.2 1.5 - 25.0 25.5 -2020.0 

7/25 11 2.4 2.1 12.5 19.5 - 713.0 

(Median) 2.4 2.4 0 8.7 - 263.0 

7/8 13 24.0 11.4 52.5 13.5 43.7 

7/15 13 9.8 1.5 84.7 7.8 20.4 

7/19 13 3.27 6.18 - 89.0 8.03 - 146.0 

7/23 13 1.2 2.7 -125.0 7.8 - 550.0 

7/25 13 2A 4.5' - 87.5 11.1 - 362.0 

(r,l:edian) 3.27 4.5 - 37.5 8.03 - 146.0 

, 
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Organic nitrogen can be converted to ammonia by the ~ction of bacteria 

under either aerobic or anaerobic conditi ns.( 5) Ammonia is oxidized to 

nitrite and nitrate by ;ni.tHf:Yingliactel;'i, and otherauthors (11, 12, 7, 6, 

9, 13, 5) have shown that soil does not h ve the ability to retain nitrates. 

Under anaerobic conditions, nitrates and itrites are both reduced either to 

ammonia or nitrogen gas. Singe there was no measurable increase ,in ammonia 

nitrogen, nitrification appears to be the dominant phenomenon in the overall 

reduction of o,rganic and ammorjia nitrogen 

;" ' 
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E. Phosphorus Analyses 

The results of the polyphosphate, 0 hophosphate and total phosphate 

analyses are tabulated in Tables VIII, I , and X, respectively. The samples 

taken June 17, June 20, and June 26 were for total phosphate and 

polyphosphate in accordance with Standar Methods. (2) All subsequent sampleo 

were analyzed by the sulfuric-nitric acid digestion'methods. (3) 

Graphs showing the comparison of be #11 and #13 with respect to the 

median concentration of poly, ortha, and otal phosphate vs. depth of bed 

are shown in Figures 12, 13, and 14, ctively. Since over 85% of the 

influent total phosphate is composed thophosphates and since the ratio 

of ortho to total phosphate was fairly co stant, comparison of beds #11 and 

#13 is made on the basis of total,phospha e. 

It is immediately apparent that the wo beds differ greatly. Bed #11 

which has been used regularly over the ye rs shows a slight increase in the 

median total phosphate concentr<;ltion fro zero to 5 feet (25.4 to 33.4 mg/l PO 

Tlie concentration then drops off to a val e of 27.5 mg/l at 10 feet. On the 

other hand, bed #13 which has been used 0 ly sparingly shows 72% removal of 

total phosphate,(25.a to 7.2 mg/l' P04) in the first 5 feet of sand. The con-

centration then increases slightly to a v lue 'of 10.0 mg/l in the next 5 feet 

so that the overall removal in 10 feet ,r duces to 61.1%. 

At first glance it appears that the elatively unused sands of bed #13 

have a high capacity for phosphorus remov 1 in the initial 5 feet, while the 

mme portion of bed #11 has lost its remov 1 capacity (assuming it once had it' 

However, why there is no further decrease in the total phosphate from 5 to 10 

feet in bed #13 is difficult to explain. 

The literature contains many varied nd conflicting reports with respect 

to the behavior of phosphorus in soils an sand. Pre~l (14) conducted studie' 



'l'ABLEVIII 'j 

PolYphoBphate Ooncentrati0 (mgjl P04) 
and Percent Remo a1 

Sample Bed 5 ft. ercent 10 ft. Total % Date !'lo. Influent De;eth emova1 DeEth ,'Removal, 
6/17, II 0 0 0 --
6/20 ,11 lQ.9 0.8 92.5 0.1 99.0 
6/26 11 4.2 , 5.0 - 19.0 5.0 -19.0 
7/8 II 1.8 6.0 -233.0 " 3.4 -89.0 
7/23 II 1.8 0.4. 77.7 0.4 77.7 
7/25 1l 3.0 0.4 86.6 0.2 ' 93.5 

(Med1an) 3.0 0.8 73.2 0.4 86.S 

7/8 13 '1.8 1.7 5.6 1.7 5:6 
7/15 13 0.6 1.2 -100.0 1.4 ... 133.0 
7/19 13 

" 
2.6 ,2.2 15.4 3.4 - 30.8 

7/23 13 1.8 0.8 " 55.6 0.4 ,77.7 
7/25 13 ,3.p 0.6 80.0. 0.6 ,'80.0 

(Median) 1.8 1.2 33.3 1.4 22.2 

, , 
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TABLE IX 

Orthophosphate Concentra ion (mg/l P04) 
and Percent Re oval . 

sample Bed 5 ft. Peroent 10 ft. Total 'I> Date ~ Influent DeEth Removal DeEth Removal 
6/17 11 .. 21.1 23.9 . - 13.3 19.7 6~6 

6/20 11 . 11.9 25.0 -110.0 21.0 -76.5 
6/26 11 20.8 27.6 - 32.7 24.2 -16.3 

7/8 11 37.8 28.2 25.4 27.0 28.6 

7/23 11 30.6 38.6 - 26.2 25.4 17.0 

7/25 11 22.8 38.2 - 67.5 30.4 -33.4 

(Median) 22.0 27.9 - 26.8 24.8 -12.7 

,7/8 13 37.8 6.9 82.0 16.5 56~3 

7/15 13 21.4 6.4 70.0 8.6 60.0 

7/19 13 18.4 5.0 72.7 7.2 60.8 

7/23 13 30.6 6.4 79.0 7.6 75.0 

7/25 13 '22.8 6.4 72.0 7.6 66.6 

(Median) 22.8 6.4 71.8 7.6 66.5 
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TABLE ,X 

Total Phosphate Concentr t10n (mg/l P04) 
, , and Percent Re oval ' 

Sample Bed , 5 ft. Percent 10 ft. ,Total % Date No. InnuEmt ,', DeEth Removal DeEth Removal 
6/17 11 21.1 23.9 -13.3 19.7 6.6 
6/20 11 22.8 25.8 -13.2 ' 21.1 7.5 
'6/26 ,11 25.0 ' 32.6 " .,30.4 29.2 ' -14.4 

7/8 11 39.6 . 34.2 13.6 30.4 23.2 

7/23 11 32.4 ,39.0 -20.4 25.8 20.4 
7/25 11 25.8 38.6 -49.6 30.6 -18.6 

(Med1an) , 25.4 33.4 -31.5 27.5 8.3 

7/8 13 39.6 8.6 78.2 18.2 54.0 
7/15 13 22.0 7.6 65.4 10~0 54.5 
7/19 13 21.0 7.2 65.7 10.6 49.5 
7/23 13 32.4 7.2 77.8 8.0 75.7 
7/25 13 25.8 7.0 ,72.8 8.2 68.3 

(Med1an) 25.8 7.2 ' 72.0 10;0 ,61.1 
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on the ground-water in the area of various w ste stabilization ponds. 

~enerally the soil near these ponds was sand or silty. Ground-water sam

ples were taken from observation wells (usua ~y less than 20 feet deep) up to 

200 feet from the edge of the ponds. Genera ly the phosphates were reduced 

to less than 1. 0 mg/l wi thin 30. feet of the onds.. Initial concentrations 

varied from 4.0 to 21.5 mg/l, with a mean of 9.2. However, Preul noted one 

case of substantial increase in phosphates near a well 100 feet from a pond. 

This he could not explain except that it was due possibly to some localized 

effect in the soil. Preul indicates that pho phate removal is probably due 

to the strong affinity of phosphates for soil particles. 

Pennypacker, et a1. (B) conducted a stud of renovation of wastewater 

effluent by irrigation of forest land. They ound that 9B.B to 99.4% of the 

phosphorus was removed in the upper 12 inches of the soil. Ground-water con-

centrations of phosphorus were reduced to les 

.average concentration of B.5. They attribute 

phorus is fixed readily by soil colloids. G 

than 0.07 mg/l P from an initial 

removal to the fact that phos

enberg and Thomas (12) in a 

study of sewage effluent disposal on sand loa bew i",> (7.9% clay, 17.7% sand 

and 74.4% silt), found that phosphate ions di appeared during the first foot 

of travel. This they felt was due to a repla ement of the hydroxyl ions. on 

the clay lattices, or more likely, to uptake y the microorganisms developing 

in the soU. 

On the opposite side of the ledger, stud'es conducted in California (9) 

on the percolating liquid from four sewage sp ading basins, showed that 

phosphates disappeared during the first foot water travel in the 

period 1950-51, but in the period 1952 the co centration of phosphates increased, 

and even at a depth of 13 feet did not r, In another California study 

(6), a comparison was made between sewage disp sed on Soil at Whittier Narrows 
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vs. Rio Hondo. At Whittier the soil cons! t.ed of two feet or highly organic 

soil, followed by thin discontinuous of silt and micaceous material. 

At Rio Hondo the soil was very homogeneous composed mainly of a fine to 

medium sand (uniformity coefficient 2.36 d effective size of 0.139 rnm). 

Phosphate removal varied greatly at the 

total phosphate (practically all in the 

sites. The concentrations of 

were fairly uniform in 

the surface waters at the two basins. At ittier there was a decreafie in 

phosphate concentration after two feet rcolation, a build-up at ;four 

feet, and finally almost complete removal i the percolate at elght ;feet I 

At Rio Hondo Basin (somewhat similar to the Lake George Beds) there was no 

significant change in phosphate concentrati n with deptQ. 

Bailey (15) maintains that the pH he soil is a dominating factor 

in phosphorus fixation and 

soil is "neutral", pH 6. to 7. 

the bed, and 5 and 10 foot 

phorus fixation occurs when the 

t study analyses of influent to 

ed a pH range of 6 to 7. Assuming 

that the sand also is in this same range, t is helps explain why there was 

li ttle phosphate removal through the 10 fee of '.2t:c1. HOH,wer, comparing 

beds 1/11 and 13. it appears that the sand 0 be,i N 13 does have some capacity 

for phosphate removal, nam"ly 61.1% in 10 f et. Bed 1/11 has lost its capacity 

over the years. No explanation can be foun for the reason why in bed 1/13 the 

total phc,~phate decreased over 72% in the f" rst 5 feet, het failed to decrease 

further in the next 5 feet. 
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F. Sand AnalY$i$ 

In Table. XI are shown the results f the sieve analyses performed on 

three $~nd $ample!l. These samples were alyzed to get a general idea of the 

characteristics of the sands. The New Y rk State Department of·Health (15) 

recommends an effective grain,size betwe n.O.3 and 0.6 mm, ·and the uniformity 

coefficient should be 3 • .5 or l~ss for op sand filters. The natural filter 

bed sand is somewhat smaller than the re ommended size range. However, the 

recommendations are for constructed sand filters where optimum percolation 

is desired. 
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TABLE XI 

sieve· Analyses' ~. Bed#lS ... 

Sample Locat1on· .. Etfective 1ze Un11'ormitY·Coe1'1'1c1ent 

Test bor1ng hole #3 
Approx. ~0-331 dep~h 

Test bor1ng hole #3 
Ap~l;'ox. 101 depth 

Center 01' Bed 
13 II below sur1'ace* , . . 

0.19 mm 2.6 . 

0.135. 3.4 

0.25 mm 3.6 

. :;"',)-

·*Sample collected and analyzed y New York State Department 
~01' Health 

, . 

" 

i .', .. 

"')':,'-' . 

,'.' .' 



CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the field and laboratory res lts, the following conclusions 

and recommendations are made: 

1. Almost all coliform organisms ar removed from the percolate in 

the vertical travel throughrlO .feet of sa d. The applied effluent is not 

chlorinated which demonstrates that a san bed removes coliforms very well. 

In,a .. ll probability, ,soliforms are complet ly removed by deeper percolation • 
. -.' -,,- ',. 

'2. Ten feet of sand proves to be hi hly.efficient in reducing the 
c: ; ! 

BOD to mfrll.mum values. Further removal i expected in the lower depths of 

the beds. 

3. The sand filters have no effect n chloride removal from the 

effluent. 
, 

4. Almost 100% of organic nitrogen is obtained in 10 feet of 

sand filtration. 

5. Ammonia nit·rogen decreases 80% the effluent percolates through 

10 feet of sand •. This i~ due primarily 0 nitrification. Further nitrificatior 

is expected in deeper penetration of the percolate. 

6. Ni trite nitrogen was insignific nt in this study. 

7. Nitrate nitrogen concentrations increase in the upper 10 feet of 

sand due to nitrification. The sand fil ers have no effect on the removal 

of nitrates from the percolate. 

B. Total phosphate removal over 60 can be obtained from fresh sand. 

Removal efficiency decreases as the bed s used. Phosphate removal seems 

to be a function of the ion exchange cap city of the sand and not of biological 

activity, because the removal capacity b comes exhausted with time. A lysimet~ 

study, utilizing unused sand vs. sand t en from one of the frequently used 

beds,should help to determine the optim m conditions for phosphate removal 

through sand filtration. 
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9. Some of the water from wells sam led in this study showed a tendency 

to foam when shaken vigorously. Apparent y there is some concentration of 

ASS. Further study should be done to det rmine the efficiency of the beds 

in removing ABS. 

10. The intermittent application of t eated effluent doe$ not 'cause 

clogging of the sand beds; The infiltrat'on capacity and nutrient removal is 

improved after a period of rest. 'The rea on for this was not investigated. 

It has been hypothesized (6) that biologi al growths within the sand beds 

force the sand to open somewhat and to reain open after periods of drying 

and aeration. 

11. The difference in infiltration c pacity from bed to bed can be 

attributed to the following factors: 

a) Some beds are flooded cont nuously for longer periods of 

time. Therefore, the orga ic load or nutrients applied varies. 

b) Rest ~eriods in some beds re longer. 

c) Sand characteristics vary rom bed to bed,. Finer sand beds' 

would probably have better nutrient removal percentages. 

d) The age of beds is differe t. 

12. The sand beds should be operated intermittently on as short a cycle 

as may be operationally feasible. 

13. The application of surface layer of sand is reconunended to improve 

infiltration rates. 
. 

14. Future studies should include: 

a) Observations of the percol tion rate. 

b) Analysis of the sand chara teristics of all the beds. 

c) Sampling at multiple depth in different beds. 

d) A study of the biology of he sand in the-beds. 

e) Well drilling exploration t locate the. ground-water table • 
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